Guidelines on Records Recognized by World Archery Americas
1. World Archery Americas recognizes the following records:
1.1.

Outdoor Target Records of the Americas
o These records can be established in all of the World Archery
recognized categories.
o They can be set and broken by archers from WAA Member
Associations (as specified in WAA Constitution Art. 5.2) at the following
events:
 World Championships
 World Cup Events
 Pan American Championships and Games
 Central American and Caribbean Championships and Games
 South American Championships and Games
 Other World Ranking Events in the Americas or in other
continents
 Events registered by Member Associations in the World Archery
Calendar.

1.2

Indoor Target Records of the Americas
o These records can be established in all of the World Archery
Categories
o They can set and broken by archers from WAA Member Associations
at the following events:
 Indoor World Championships
 Indoor World Cup Events
 Events registered by Member Associations in the World Archery
Calendar

1.3

Pan American Championships Records
o These records can be established in all of the World Archery
Categories
o They can be set and broken by archers from WAA Member
Associations at the following events:
 The Pan American Championships

1.4

Pan American Games Records
o These records can be established in all of the World Archery
Categories contested at the Pan American Games
o They can be set and broken by archers from WAA Member
Associations at the following events:
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The Pan American Games

1.5

South American Games Records
o These records can be established in all of the World Archery
Categories contested at the South American Games
o They can be set and broken by archers from WAA Member
Associations at the following events:
 The South American Games

1.6

Central American and Caribbean Games Records
o These records can be established in all of the World Archery
Categories contested at the Central American and Caribbean Games
o They can be set and broken by archers from WAA Member
Associations at the following events:
 The Central American and Caribbean Games

2.

For a score to be considered as a new record it must exceed the previous
record score by at least one point. To break a record already established with
the maximum possible score, the new score must equal the maximum possible
but must exceed by at least one X the total number of X’s shot in the current
record.

3.

A score that ties the existing record will not be considered as a record.

4.

If a record is broken by two or more archers with the same score at the same
event, all of the scores will be accepted as records and the archers who shot
them would be regarded as record holders.

5.

Records shot at Outdoor World Ranking Events, and Indoor World
Championships and World Cup Events will be accepted by the World Archery
Americas Secretary General within the next three days after the competition
results are made available.

6.

Scores shot at events registered by WAA Member Associations in the World
Archery Calendar which exceed the current records may be considered by the
Secretary General as records if the following requisites are met:
 The National Federation submits a record claim form to the Secretary
General not later than 10 days after the score was shot.
 The record claim form is accompanied by a photocopy of the
scorecard and the complete list of results of the event.
 The record claim form is accompanied by a statement of the National
Federation indicating that the score was shot a World Archery
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Licensed target faces at a tournament conducted under World
Archery Rules.
The Secretary General verifies that the event at which the score was
shot was actually registered by the National Federation involved.

7. World Archery Americas recognizes records shot in the following events












8.

The World Archery 1440 Round total (distances per bow type, gender and
age category as specified by World Archery).
The 72 arrow Qualification Round total (distances per bow type, gender
and age category as specified by World Archery).
The World Archery 1440 Round total for teams (distances per bow type,
gender and age category as specified by World Archery).
The 72 arrow Qualification Round total for teams 3x72 arrows (distances
per bow type, gender and age category as specified by World Archery)
The compound 15 arrow match at 50 meters for all compound categories
regardless of age and gender.
The compound 24 arrow match at 50 meters for all compound categories
regardless of age and gender.
The compound 16 arrow mixed team at 50 meters for all compound
categories regardless of age.
The Indoor 60 arrow qualification round at 18 meters (in both genders and
all age categories for recurve and compound as specified by World
Archery).
The Indoor 60 arrow qualification round at 18 meters 3x60 arrows (in both
genders and all age categories for recurve and compound as specified by
World Archery).
The Indoor Compound individual 15 arrow match at 18 meters (in both
genders and all age categories).
The Indoor Compound Team 24 arrow match at 18 meters (in both
genders and all age categories).

World Archery Americas recognizes Para Records in the following categories:







Recurve Men Open
Recurve Women Open
Compound Men Open
Compound Women Open
Compound/Recurve Men W1
Compound/Recurve Women W1
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